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2. Legally Oriented Environment (LOE)

National Governments participate in Multilateral Work and constantly dialogue with Civil Society
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3. G20 ACWG efforts

- Efficient Multilateralism
- Enhance the Anti-corruption Global Agenda
- Progressive recognition of a higher Multilateral level of Governance
- Partnership with Civil Society and Private Sector
- Confidence, Transparency and Accountability
ICT's “Social Pedagogy” aimed at Civil Society and Private Sector

- ensure and support the G20 ACWG mission
- encourage a more dynamic involvement of academy to contemporary challenges and needs

NO EASILY ACCESSIBLE CHANNELS TO KNOW AND SPREAD THE G20 ACWG RESULTS

Legally Oriented Environment (LOE)
NO EASILY ACCESSIBLE CHANNELS TO KNOW AND SPREAD THE G20 ACWG RESULTS

G20 ACWG dual mission

1. Leading-by-example
2. Promoting the level playing field

Convergence: how?

Legally Oriented Environment (LOE)
The hoped new multi-level rule of law can really exist and be disseminated itself if the outcomes of the Working Groups are made accessible to the general public and not be confined among specialists.
➢ G20 not based on a formal Convention: no review mechanism and Secretariat

➢ At the core of the G20 mandate: **Soft law - not binding**

- Self-assessment through **Accountability Report**
- Surveys

- The website goes from Presidency to Presidency

- Greater **social knowledge, awareness and consensus building**, to foster a **widespread impact**

- **Publish** not only G20 Report but also national answers to the questionnaires and surveys

- Would allow **deeper information**
The G20 ACWG path towards a more accessible and knowable global Anti-Corruption efforts and results

1° pivotal achievement in **2017**

**German Presidency** began his pathfinder work of widening, deepening and disseminating the work of the G20

2020 **Saudi Presidency** + **UNODC**

Launched a **new dedicated website** that gathers all the results of the G20 ACWG since its establishment

✓ Accessible
✓ Transparent
✓ Open
✓ Intuitive
✓ User-friendly
✓ Useful for judicial and legal diplomats

2021 **Italian Presidency**

✓ updated and pathfinder **goals**
✓ new clearly stated **standards**
✓ **top down and bottom up processes**
✓ one of the main reference tools to help codify in clearer terms **what we know** and **what we are striving for**
✓ **convergence** underlying the Anti-Corruption standards and policies defined by all the G20's member countries can be so **constant;y spread**
✓ substantive instrument to promote **solid policy tracks for the future** and a **constructive help to institutions**
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